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Abstract

This work describes the radiation testing of a fault simulation tool used to study the behavior of

FPGA circuits in the presence of configuration memory upsets .

*This work is supported by the Deployable Adaptive Processing Systems project (DAPS) at the Los Alamos

Na,tional Laboratory, United States Department of Energy (http ://rcc.lanl .gov)
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1 Introduction

There is increasing interest in the use of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) in space-based

applications such as remote sensing[1] . The use of reconfigurable Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) within a spacecraft allows the use of digital circuits that are both application-specific and

reprogrammable . Unlike application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), FPGAs can be configured

after the spacecraft has been launched . This flexibility allows the same FPGA resources to be

used for multiple instruments, missions, or changing spacecraft objectives . Errors in an FPGA

design can be resolved by fixing the incorrect design and reconfiguring the FPGA with an updated

configuration bitstream . Further, custom circuit designs can be created to avoid FPGA resources

that have failed during the course of the spacecraft mission .

While the use of reprogrammable FPGAs for spaced-based applications offers a number of im-

portant advantages, these SRAM-based FPGAs are very sensitive to both heavy ion and proton

induced single event upsets (SEU) [2] . Such upsets affect all types of internal FPGA state including
user design flip-flops and the FPGA configuration bitstream . Upsets in the FPGA configuration
bitstream are especially dangerous because they change the operation of the circuit design .

A fault simulator was created to study the impact of upsets within the configuration memory

on FPGA designs[3] . This fault simulator models radiation-induced upsets by artificially changing
the contents of the configuration memory through device reconfiguration . An important benefit of
this fault simulator is that it facilitates dynamic circuit testing without the need of expensive and

cumbersome ground-based radiation tests . While this fault simulator is convenient, it is essential

to insure that the simulator results match the results measured with actual radiation sources .
The purpose of this work is to validate the results of the configuration fault simulator through a

ground-based radiation test .

This paper will begin by reviewing the configuration fault simulator that was presented at an

earlier date . Next, the radiation testing procedure performed at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory
will be described . The results of this test will be presented and compared to results obtained from

the fault simulator .

2 Fault Simulator

A fault simulator was created to test the behavior of FPGA circuits in the presence of single-
event upsets within the device configuration meinory[3) . This fault simulation environment was

created on the SLAAC-1V FPGA board using three Xilinx Virtex V1000 FPGAs . As shown in
Figure 1, this simulation environment contains three FPGAs : PEO, PEl, and PE2. The FPGA
design of interest is configured onto PEl and PE2 . These designs operate in tandem and under

normal circumstances produce identical results . PEO provides the stimulus to both test circuits
and compares the output produced by both designs . Any discrepancies between the two designs
are identified by PEO and recorded for post processing .

This fault simulator tests the dynamic behavior of the FPGA circuit by artificially upsetting the
configuration memory of PE2 . Artificial changes to the device configuration simulates the behavior

of radiation induced single-event upsets within the configuration memory. Such upsets in the device
configuration may cause the design operating within the FPGA to fail .

The fault simulator completely characterizes the sensitivity of an FPGA design by testing each

of the 5,810,048 configuration bits of the Virtex V1000 configuration memory. The goal of this test
is to determine how many single-bit failures of the configuration memory will cause a design failure .
Because there are so many configuration bits within the bitstream, it is essential to perform thi s
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Figure 1 : Organization of the SLAAC-1V Configuration Upset Simulator .

test as fast as possible . The current testing procedure requires 215 µs to test a single configuration

bit and approximately 20 minutes to test the entire configuration bitstream .

3 Radiation Testing

The purpose of this work is to validate the operation of the fault simulator using a high-energy

radiation source . Dynamic radiation tests were conducted for several FPGA designs and compared

to results obtained by the fault simulator .
The radiation testing procedure is very similar to the procedure followed by the fault simulator .

In this test, an FPGA circuit is configured onto PEl and PE2 of the SLAAC-1V FPGA boaxd (see

Figure 1) . The two circuits operate concurrently and under proper conditions produce identical

results. Unlike the fault simulator, the FPGA configuration memory is not intentionally modified .

Instead, the proton radiation source is used to produce upsets within the configuration memory

(and other internal device state) . As proton induced upsets occur within the configuration memory

of PE2, the device may fail to operate properly . Improper operation of the device is detected and

recorded by PEO.
An important difference between the radiation test and the fault simulator is the speed at which

upsets can be inserted into the design . During the radiation test, it is necessary to detect upsets

within the configuration memory. Detection of configuration upsets is accomplished by reading

the contents of the configuration memory and comparing these contents to known values. This

process, unnecessary for the fault-simulation, takes approximately 500 ms . To insure that each

configuration upset is detected, the radiation source was adjusted to provide an average of one

configuration upset per second . This radiation upset rate is more than 4000 times slower than the

fault injection rate of the fault simulator .

The radiation testing was performed at the Crocker Nucleax Laboratory at the University of

California, Davis . A 63 .3 MeV proton source was used and the beam flux was adjusted to provide

an average of one configuration SEU per second. An aluminum shield was created to prevent

radiation exposure for all components except the PE2 FPGA . Three different FPGA designs were

tested in this radiation test fixture : a 72-bit multiplier, a 36-bit multiplier, and a 72-bit LFSR, .

The results from six different test runs are shown in Table 1 . This table lists the run number for

each test, the name of the design under test and the test time . The fourth column indicates the

total fluence of the test and is recorded in protons/cm2 . The fifth column specifies the number

of configuration upsets that occurred during the test run . The final column measures the fluence

per failure and is computed by dividing the fluence of the test run by the number of configuratio n
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upsets .

Run Design Time Fluence Configuration Fluence to
(sec) (p/cm2) Upsets Failure

6 72-Mult 6714 6.71 x 10 5754 1 .17 x 10
24 72-Mult 2156 2.22 x 1010 1918 1 .16x 10 7
25 72-Mult 2074 2 .16x 1010 1733 1 .25 x 10 7

26 36-Mult 3694 3 .81 x 1010 3003 1 .27 x 10 7
44 72-Mult 3006 1 .04 x 1011 9139 1 .34 x 10 7
60 72-LFSR 1019 1 .05 x 1010 1069 0.98 x 10 7

Total 18663 26.35x1010 22616 1 . 17710

Table 1: Proton Radiation Testing Results .

The fluence to failure results in Table 1 are relatively constant for the six radiation tests . This

is expected since each test was run using the same FPGA hardware. A more interesting result

is the average fluence required to cause a design failure rather than a failure in the configuration

bitstream. This result can be obtained by determining the number of configuration upsets in the

radiation test cause a design failure . Results from the configuration fault simulator suggest that

this value varies significantly from design to design .

Run Design Configuration Configuration Fluence to Non Configuration

Upsets Induced Design Design Failure s
Failures Failure

6 72-Mult 5754 972 6.90 x 10 20
24 72-Mult 1918 308 7.21 x 107 1

25 72-Mult 1733 313 6.90 x 107 4

44 72-Mult 9139 1330 7. 82x107 3

26 36-Mult 3003 146 2 . 6 1 x 10 2

GO 72-LFSR 1069 52 2 .02 x 108 1

Table 2: Design Failure Results .

The results of the dynamic radiation tests for the six test runs are listed in Table 2 . In addition

to the number of configuration upsets, this table identifies the number of configuration upsets that
caused a design failure (column four) . Design failures were identified by noting a output differences

between the PE1 and PE2 FPGAs . The fluence to design failure (column five) is computed by
dividing the test fluence by the number of design failures . It is important to note that the fluence
to design failure varies between the three design examples - the 36-bit multiplier and LFSR, circuits
demonstrate a greater resistance to configuration upsets than the 72-bit multiplier .

An important difference between the configuration fault simulator and the radiation test is that

the radiation test will upset all internal device state, not just the configuration memory . This
internal state includes user flip-flops, internal user memory, and hidden device state . Although
this state represents a small fraction of the sensitive cross-section of the device, upsets in this state
will likely impact the operation of the test designs. The last column of Table 2 lists the number

of design failures caused by upsets in the device not related to the configuration memory. The
number of such design failures is small and confirms previous estimates that the vast majority of
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Radiation Test Simulator

Design Configuration Design Failure Configuration Design

Upsets Failures Rate Upsets Failures

72-bit Virtex Multiplier 18544 2923 15.8% 5,810,048 856802

36-bit Virtex Multiplier 3003 146 4.9% 5,810,048 232239

72-bit LFSR 1069 52 4.9% 5,810,048 279454

t Radiation test results for the 72-bit are accumulated from the four tests shown in Figure 2

Table 3 : Simulator/Radiation Test Comparison .

design failures are due to upsets within the configuration memory .

4 Validation of Simulator

r ailure

Rate

14 .75%

4.81

Perhaps the most important use of the radiation results is to validate the operation of the con-

figuration fault simulator . The radiation test results in Tables 1 and 2 can be used to verify the

accuracy of the results obtained in the configuration fault simulator . One way of comparing the

results from these two tests is to compute the design failure rate . The The failure rate is obtained

by dividing the total number of design failures by the total number of configuration bits upset in

the design . The failure rates obtained from both the fault simulator and the radiation test are

shown in Table 3 .
It is clear from Table 3 that the failure rates obtained in the fault simulator are very similar to

the failure rates measured in the radiation test . For each of the three FPGA designs, the measured

failure rate during the radiation test was within one percent of the failure rate obtained by the fault

simulator . The surprisingly close match between the radiation test results and the fault simulator

suggests that the fault simulator provides a very good fault simulation tool for upsets within the

FPGA configuration memory. Future efforts will look more closely at the actual configuration bits

causing design failures and correlate these bits between the radiation test and fault simulator .
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